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ABSTRACT

The Kernighan/Lin graph partitioning heuristic, also known
as min-cut, has been enhanced over decades and successfully
adopted for circuit partitioning. During last years extended
versions have been developed to address functional partition-
ing as it is needed to solve the much investigated co-design
problem of partitioning a system’s coarse-grained functions
among hardware and software components. In combination
with advanced code parsing on system level to derive reliable
metrics for execution time and hardware size, the heuristic
is immediately applicable in an automatic way to achieve a
partitioning decision in the early stages of a design process.
In this paper we demonstrate a consistent design method-
ology combining advanced code analysis and an extended
Kernighan/Lin heuristic for functional partitioning applied
to an industry-designed UMTS receiver component at high-
est abstraction level.

Keywords: HW/SW Partitioning, Kernighan/Lin Heuristic,
High Level Metrics, Single System Description, System on
Chip, Design Methodology

1. INTRODUCTION

Hardware/software (hw/sw) co-design is a design paradigm
for the joint specification, design and synthesis of mixed
hw/sw systems. The interest in automatic co-design tech-
niques is driven by the increasing diversity and complexity of
applications employing embedded systems and the need for a
decreasing cost in the design and test of hw/sw systems, with
the aim of reducing time-to-market. At numerous times dur-
ing the design process crucial decisions have to be made that
dramatically influence the quality and the cost of the final so-
lution. Some design decisions might have an impact of about
90% of the overall cost [1], among these hw/sw partitioning
is of prominent relevance.

Partitioning is a well-known NP-complete problem and
during the last years many heuristics have been proposed
to guide the partitioning of a system into hw and sw com-
ponents [2–4]. However, the feasibility of these methods de-
pends exclusively on the accuracy of parameters for the values
to be optimised, in the main part execution time, hardware
size, power consumption, etc. for every component of a de-
sign. One way to obtain accurate estimates for optimisation
is the synthesis of each single component of the design on
the one hand and its simulation on cycle level on different
processor cores on the other. Because of the tough time-
to-market requirements especially in the wireless domain we
cannot afford such exploration methods. This fact entails the
need for accurate high-level estimation techniques based on
the algorithmic description of the design, i.e. as early as pos-
sible in the design cycle. Due to the limited space in this
paper we will focus on the estimation and optimisation of ex-
ecution time and hardware size. In order to obtain reliable
metrics for these, in-depth code analysis of each component
is obligatory. In this paper we introduce a procedure which
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combines such code analysis on system level with estimation
techniques for execution time and hardware size to which we
immediately apply an extended Kernighan/Lin heuristic for
functional hw/sw partitioning. As this procedure is embed-
ded in a consistent design methodology, consisting of a design
database (DDB) with interfaces to various EDA tools [5], an
essential speedup in the design cycle can be achieved.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
points out some contributions in related work in the field of
high-level metrics and hw/sw partitioning. Section 3 demon-
strates the metrics we selected and how we obtain them
by means of static code analysis. In Section 4 these met-
rics are combined to build a cost function and the chosen
Kernighan/Lin heuristic is explained. This is followed by
Section 5 describing the integration of the analysis and par-
titioning process into a consistent design methodology. The
following section covers an application example of a UMTS
delay profile estimation module and reports on achieved re-
sults. In the last section conclusions are made and perspec-
tives to future work are given.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 High Level Metrics

High level metrics are estimates of the design at an early
stage before the synthesis process. Those estimates must
satisfy three criteria: accuracy, fidelity, and simplicity [6].
Evaluating the effect of a decision requires a complete run
through the design process, is therefore extremely time con-
suming and cannot be used for high level design decisions.
Structural analysis of an algorithm achieves the needed per-
formance in order to be useful for larger projects.

For estimating the gate count of a hardware implementa-
tion, first approaches started by simple counting the number
of all operations inside a function [7] but neglecting the dis-
tribution of the operators over the algorithm or the longest
path. Other techniques like [8] analyse the descriptions on
register transfer level (RTL) by investigating the graph of
boolean networks (BN). For those graphs, structural metrics
like number of nodes, edges, fan-in, and fan-out are derived.
The application of this approach is limited to pure data flow
representations.

Estimating the run time of a hardware implementation
on an FPGA is achieved in [9] by simulating the algorithm
and using a performance model of the FPGA.

Reliable estimation of the execution time of an algorithm
implemented in software running on a processor can also only
be performed by simulation which requires compilation and
appropriate test vectors. High level estimation without com-
piling for a target architecture requires the development of a
virtual processor as shown in [10]. Usually such a processor
model is not available and rather time consuming to develop.

2.2 HW/SW Partitioning

There are many approaches to hw/sw partitioning. One of
these is the COSYMA system [11], where hw/sw partitioning
is based on simulated annealing using estimated costs. The
partitioning algorithm is software-oriented, because it starts
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with a first non-feasible solution consisting only of software
components. In an inner loop partitioning (ILP), software
parts of the system are iteratively realised in hardware until
all timing constraints are fulfilled. To handle discrepancies
between estimated and real execution time, an outer loop
partitioning (OLP) restarts the ILP with adapted costs [12].
The OLP is repeated until all performance constraints are
fulfilled.

Another hw/sw partitioning approach is realised in the
VULCAN system [13]. This approach is hardware-oriented.
It starts with a complete hardware solution and moves step-
wise parts of the system to the software as long as the perfor-
mance constraints are fulfilled. In this approach performance
satisfiability is not part of the cost function. For this reason,
the algorithm can easily be trapped in a local minimum.

The approach of Vahid [14] uses a relaxed cost function
to satisfy performance in an inner partitioning loop and to
handle hardware minimisation in an outer loop. The cost
function consists of a very heavily weighted term for per-
formance and a second term for minimising hardware. The
authors present a binary-constraint search algorithm which
determines the smallest size constraint (by binary search) for
which a performance satisfying solution can be found. The
partitioning algorithm minimises hardware, but not execution
time.

Kalavade and Lee [15] presented an algorithm (GCLP)
that determines for each node iteratively the mapping to
hardware or software. The GCLP algorithm does not use
a hardwired objective function but it selects an appropriate
objective according a global time-criticality measure and an-
other measure for local optimum. The results are close to
optimal but the runtime grows quadratically to the number
of nodes. This approach has been extended to solve the ex-
tended partitioning problem [2] including the implementation
selection problem.

3. METRICS

Partitioning into hw and sw of a system is performed by eval-
uating a cost function assembled from competing metrics.
These metrics are obtained by static code analysis on the
highest level of abstraction - the algorithmic description of
the system. High level metrics for the hw size, the gate count
(GC ), and the execution time, the cycle count (CC ), for the
two implementation alternatives, hw or sw, are computed.

In general an algorithm in form of sequential code can
be decomposed into its control flow graph (CFG), built up of
interconnected basic blocks (BB). Each basic block contains a
sequence of data operations ended by a control flow statement
as last instruction. This sequence of data operations forms
itself a data flow graph (DFG). Figure 1 shows an example
of a function and its graphical descriptions.

Figure 1: Example of a CFG with internal basic blocks com-
posed of a DFG.

It is assumed that the maximum loop counts in the algo-

rithm are known, what is usually the case for signal processing
algorithms. All N basic blocks can be annotated with a set of
different weights W (BBi) = {w1, w2, .., wm} , i = 1 .. N that
describe all its internals (e.g. w1 = number of ADD opera-
tions, w2 = register accesses, w3 = cycle count). We define
the longest path dependent on the jth distinct weight, LPj , as
that sequence (BBk BBl .. BBm)T of BBs through the CFG,
which yields a maximum path weight PWj by summing up
all the weights wj of the basic blocks that belong to this path,
see Eq. (1).

PWj =

N∑
i=1

BBi∈LPj

wj(BBi) (1)

By focusing on this longest path the sequence of data flow
graphs inside of every BB in the path can be combined to a
single huge DFGLPj .

3.1 Hardware Gates Count

The high-level metric for the gate count has two constituent
parts: one covering the operational units (ADD, MAC, etc.),
GCop,all, and one covering the registers, which store the in-
termediate results of the operations, GCreg. For the number
and size of the required operational units, we investigate the
longest path with respect to every single type of operation.
Note that the gate count for an operational unit varies with
the bit width of its input variables (n,m). Table 1 lists the
estimation of the gate count number for the operations and
their dependency on the bit widths of the inputs. Hence, from
the longest path analysis we obtain for every type of operation
the required gate count GCop,i. We assume a stream based

Operation i GC(n, m)
ADD, SUB 10 max(n, m)
MUL 10 n m
AND, XOR, OR 2 min(n, m)

Table 1: Gate count for operation dependent on the bit widths
of inputs n and m.

processing implementation of the algorithm, that means ev-
ery instantiated arithmetic unit is needed for the final imple-
mentation (no reuse of hw units possible during the synthesis
process). Therefore the overall hw size for the operational
units of this process is the sum of all the GCop,i.

In order to get the hw effort for the required registers
the longest path regarding its number and sizes is computed.
The basis of this estimation is the number of edges between
the nodes in the DFG representation (see Figure 2) of every
BB. As already mentioned a stream based design is assumed

Figure 2: Deriving high-level metrics from a Data Flow
Graph.

where the result of each computation, which corresponds to
an edge in the CFG, is stored in a register. Therefore, the
output bit widths of all operations have to be summed up.
We approximate each register with seven gates for the imple-
mentation. To yield reliable results this computation requires



a fixed-point description of the algorithm. For floating-point
descriptions standard bit widths had to be assumed (e.g. 32
bit for all float types, 16 bit for all integer types), which are
misleading in most cases.

3.2 Hardware Cycle Count

For the cycle count of the algorithm implemented in hw,
CCHW , the depth of the DFG associated to every BB is mea-
sured, as shown in Figure 2. The depth serves as another
weight variable, and a longest path considering this weight
can be determined. The result is the maximum cycle count
for a path in the selected process.

3.3 Software Cycle Count

In [16] for the cycle count of a software implementation, of the
algorithm on a processor, CCSW , the MIPS value is applied.
As we only aspire toward a relative value for the comparison
to the cycle count of the hardware realisation, we consider
also cycle counts for the sw realisation instead of real time
units. In comparison to the CCHW , we do not consider the
depth of the DFGs for every BB, but the total number of
instructions within the BB. In other words there is no ex-
ploitation of parallelism within a BB. Using this weight a
longest path is computed resulting in a metric for the sw
cycle count. Scheduling of the processor instructions is not
taken into account.

4. HEURISTIC FOR HW/SW PARTITIONING

4.1 Problem Definition

We are given a modular design consisting of interconnected
components containing at least one sequential process. Each
of these processes can be written in C or some similar pro-
cedural language. The processes communicate via the con-
nections, between the components. The design is to be im-
plemented on a target architecture consisting of a standard
processor with memory (the software part) and several hard-
ware accelerators possibly with its own memory (the hard-
ware part). A generic version of this is shown in Figure 3. The

Figure 3: Standard architecture with a DSP and hardware
accelerators.

standard processor may use a system bus, and/or may have
several bidirectional data ports (such as commonly found on
microcontrollers). The hardware accelerators can access the
software memory, as well as its own local memory. Our prob-
lem is to assign every piece of the program to either the soft-
ware or hardware part, such that we minimise execution time
while satisfying any size and I/O constraints. To achieve
such a partition, we first decompose the program into func-
tional objects, where each object represents a process. The
synchronous DFG (SDFG) represents each process as a node
(Pi), and each connection as an edge (ei), as illustrated in
Figure 4. Each node is annotated with estimates of internal
process execution times, the cycle count, for hw (CCHW ) and

Figure 4: SDFG with intercommunicating processes.

sw (CCSW ) and potential hardware size (gate count GC );
the cycle count represents a node‘s execution time on a given
part, hw or sw, ignoring any communication time with exter-
nal nodes. Each edge is annotated with the number of bits

Process P1 Communication e1

GC 100 freq 24
CCHW 30 bits 1024
CCSW 95

Table 2: Example annotations for P1 and e1.

sent during each transfer, and the frequency of the transfer.
This information is derived from the data rates, from the
number of samples demanded at the output - both available
from the algorithmic description of the processes - and the
chosen bus width, which has to be specified by the designer.
The actual time to send the bits during a transfer over the
edge depends on the bus delay to which the edge is assigned.
We need to multiply this delay by the number of transfers
required to transfer the edge‘s bits over the bus width. For
example, transfering 32 bits over an 8-bit bus with a bus de-
lay of 6 cycles will require 6 ∗ 32/8 = 24 cycles. When two
adjacent nodes are opted to be sw, they communicate via
shared memory thus not suffering from a bus delay. Note
that all annotations are determined via the metrics described
in Section 3.

4.2 Cost function

It is assumed that for the purpose of hw/sw partitioning an
optimisation algorithm is used which optimises by iterative
improvement. For each proposed partitioning the cost func-
tion, Eq. (2), calculates the cost in terms of the design goals:
meeting real-time constraints and minimising hw effort. Since
time and area have different physical units, normalisation of
the components is required:

Cost = KGC
GCsys

GCmax
+ KCC

CCsys − CCmin

CCmax − CCmin
. (2)

As for the hardware effort, we calculate the sum of the GCs
of all those components flagged to be hw (= GCsys) and di-
vide by the sum of the GCs of all components (= GCmax).
Hence we obtain a value between 0 and 1, 0 is representing an
all sw solution whereas 1 is representing an all hw solution.
As for the execution time (= CCsys), the normalisation is
a bit more complicated. Since the real attainable minimum
and maximum values constitute NP-hard problems by them-
selves, we calculate lower and upper bounds for CCmin and
CCmax that might not be attainable as such, but are suf-
ficient to normalise the exact value for CCsys. For CCmin

all components are flagged such to be min(CCSW , CCHW ).
In this graph the longest path is computed, thus considering
any parallelisation gains, and at last supposing the complete
communication via shared memory instead of a bus. Simi-
lar simplifications apply for the CCmax: all components are
flagged to be max(CCSW , CCHW ), these values are accumu-
lated and additionally we assume the complete communica-
tion via a bus. To obtain a cost value between 0 and 1 it
is necessary to subtract the minimum cycle count from both
the system cycle count and the maximum cycle count before
computing the quotient.



As mentioned in Section 4.1 the system‘s current cycle
count consists of two parts, the communication time and the
process execution time. The calculation of the system‘s pro-
cess execution time splits up into two different terms, see Eq.
(3), for the total number of N processes, as the goal is a bi-
partite graph. I.e. a process is executed either on a DSP or
on its own dedicated hw accelerator: the cycle count of the sw
partition, which is the subgraph of all nodes flagged to be sw
(SGSW ), is simply the sum of the CCSW of its nodes; whereas
the cycle count of the hw partition is defined by the hw cycle
count of the longest path in the hw subgraph (SGHW ) using
Eq. (1) only substituting the BBi with processes Pi. Have a
look at the following example: the bipartite graph in Figure
5 is transformed into a graph only consisting of hw processes.

CCsys = PWCCHW +

N∑
i=1

Pi∈SGSW

CCSW (Pi) (3)

The new graph then mirrors the dependencies between the

Figure 5: Transforming bipartite graph into hw graph to cal-
culate maximum CCHW on process level.

processes. To obtain the system’s cycle count for the hw
partition the longest path with respect to the CCHW is of
interest. In this example the CCHW of each process is located
below the process nodes. The longest path in this example
is made up of process P2 followed by P5. Hence time gains
induced by parallelisation effects are taken into account.

By means of the factors KGC , 0 ≤ KGC ≤ 1 and KCC =
(1 − KGC) the weight of each part can be balanced by the
designer. There exist many versions for cost functions, for in-
stance with dynamic weight factors or treshold clipping [3,17],
but in order to minimise hardware effort as well as execution
time the selected cost function is sufficient.

4.3 Extended Kernighan/Lin Heuristic

The classical KL heuristic [18] seeks to improve a given two-
way graph partition by reducing the edges crossing between
parts, known as the cut. The essence of the heuristic is its
simple yet powerful control strategy, which overcomes many
local minima without using excessive moves. The control
strategy can be summarised as follows. Starting from an ini-
tial partition, the cost of all possible moves of unlocked nodes

is measured, then moves the node with the best gain (great-
est cost decrease or least cost increase) and flags the node
as locked. If all nodes are locked, the heuristic goes back to
the lowest- cost partition seen, thus completing one iteration.
The heuristic terminates when several consecutive iterations
(usually less than three) have not decreased the cost. Three
modifications are introduced to enable the heuristic for fast
hw/sw partitioning; the first two have been proposed in [19].

• Redefinition of a move as a single object move, rather than
a swap, since the goal of the heuristic is not necessarily a
balanced partition.

• Application of a powerful data structure, further on re-
ferred to as change list that permits selection of the next
move in constant time.

• Replacement of the cut metric by the cost function pre-
sented above.

A short overview of the implemented algorithm is listed in
form of pseudo code in Listing 1. After defining the initial
partition in line 1 and evaluating its current cost, the KL
heuristic starts in line 2. As long as as the termination cri-
terion is not reached, the next iteration begins. Function
initChangeList() in line 4 moves all nodes to their opposite
partition, calculates the potential change in cost caused by
this move, stores it in a single linked list in ascending order
and then moves the node back again. Now the preparation
of the inner loop is accomplished and the actual moving of
nodes can take place (line 9): according to the order of the
nodes in the change list, beginning with the one with the
best gain, each node is moved to the opposite partition, as
long as the change list is not empty (i.e. unlocked nodes
exist). In function moveNextBestNode() (line 9 and line
22ff) the essential tasks are performed. In line 24 the node
is popped from the change list (i.e. the node is ’locked’),
then it is moved (line 25) and the current cost is modified
by the change value of this move (line 26). Consequently the
change list has to be updated in line 28 for all nodes, which
are adjacent to the just moved node, since the communication
part of the execution time is dependent on the assignment of
connected nodes to different partitions, see Section 4.1. Af-
ter updating the change list entries for adjacent nodes, the
function moveNextBestNode() returns. In line 11ff the best
partition is stored and the termination criterion is modified.
When all nodes have been moved once and at least one im-
provement in cost has been found, the best partition seen is
chosen as starting point and the next iteration starts.

Listing 1: Overview of the implemented Kernighan/Lin algo-
rithm

0 KL_Heuristic () {

1 initPartition (); // generates initial partition

2 while (! KL_Termination ) // terminate after T iterations

3 { // without improvement

4 initChangeList (); // moves all nodes in chosen parti -

5 // tion and generates entries in

6 // ChangeList

7 while(ChangeListNotEmpty ())

8 {

9 moveNextBestNode (); // Core function see line 210

10
11 if ( newCost < bestCost ) {

12 storeBestPartition ();

13 updateKL_Termination(true);

14 else updateKL_Termination(false );

15 }

16 }

17 // start from the very best partition again

18 initPartition(bestPartition ());

19 }

20 }

21 /* ******************************************************** */

22 moveNextBestNode () {

23 // pops the node with the best change value

24 Node = popFirstNodeFromChangeList ();

25 moveNode(Node);

26 updateCost(Node ->ChangeValue ); // modifies newCost by the

27 // node ’s change value

28 updateChangeList(Node ); // modifies ChangeList entries

29 // for all nodes adjacent to

30 } // ’Node ’



5. INTEGRATION INTO SSD

In order to make the design process consistent by providing
a unified design environment but at the same time allow for
various EDA tools as they are being favoured by the vari-
ous design teams, a so-called single system description (SSD)
has been established in form of a design database [5, 20, 21].
Figure 6 depicts the SSD encircled by a selection of EDA
tools and self-developed optimisation libraries. Dedicated in-
terfaces facilitate the seamless communication between the
heterogeneous components and the SSD. Automated hw/sw

Figure 6: Single System Description.

partitioning is performed in the following steps. At first
an algorithmic description of a UMTS design written in
COSSAP is processed by the interface tools and imported
into the SSD. The second stage includes static code analy-
sis by the Open Compiler Environment (OCE) from ATAIR
(www.atair.com). This software allows the construction of
the CFG and DFG representation of each algorithm in the
design. The SSD is enriched with tables of basic blocks and
operations for every process. In the third step C++ graph
classes are generated that mirror the internal CFG and DFG
of every process in the design as well as the DFG on system
level, i.e. the communication between the processes. The
underlying C++ graph library handles intermediate optimi-
sations, longest path calculation and finally performs the ex-
tended Kernighan/Lin heuristic to partition the design. The
partitioning decision is fed back into the SSD and further re-
finement steps can take place, for instance automatic genera-
tion of virtual prototypes [21] or bus architecture exploration
with ConvergenSC (www.coware.com).

6. PARTITIONING EXAMPLE

To assert the applicability of the proposed procedure an al-
gorithmic description of an industry-designed UMTS receiver
component, the Delay Profile Estimator (DPE) has been pro-
cessed by the presented framework. The DPE consists of

Figure 7: Block diagram of the Delay Profile Estimator
(DPE).

nine functional blocks as shown in the Figure 7, which look

for the arrival time of a signal transmitted over different
paths. Two blocks generate the scrambling (SCG) and chan-
nelisation codes (CCG). The received discrete signal I/Q
is correlated (Correlation) with the outputs of the genera-
tors and accumulated (CoherentAccu, SqrAndSum). The
NonCoherentAccu block removes spurious peaks out of the
data stream. After that peaks are detected (PeakDetection)
by checking against a threshold. The results are fed into the
PathProfiling and the correct placement of the fingers is
accomplished (FingerP lacement). The original description
was available as COSSAP project. After importing of the
DPE project into the SSD and static code analysis the char-
acteristics for each of the blocks has been determined. The
estimated high-level metrics for the gate counts and the re-
quired number of cycles to compute one frame are listed in
Table 3.

Function GCop GCreg GC CCHW CCSW

SCG 4,800 3,360 8,160 55,297 311,049
CCG 90 63 153 692 865
Correlation 9,760 6,832 16,592 100,645 146,631
CoherentAccu 24,855 17,398 42,253 251,999 353,173
SqrAndSum 2,761 924 3,685 14,752 24,970
NonCohAccu 377 263 640 3,854 4,817
PeakDetection 659 352 1,011 5,637 12,044
PathProfiling 367 257 624 3,676 4,853
FingerPlacement 98 67 166 529 677
Sum 43,770 29,521 73,291 437,083 859,082

Table 3: Derived high level metrics for the DPE.

The cost function described in Section 4 has been used
with the factors KCC = 0.5, KGC = 0.5, GCmax = 73, 291,
CCmin = 436, 391, and CCmax = 1, 367, 501. For the com-
munication a bus system with a bit width of 32 has been
assumed, where each transfer takes two cycles. We parti-
tioned this system with the presented Kernighan/Lin heuris-
tic. Results for the derived hw/sw split for the modules of
the DPE is given in Table 4 together with the partitioning
done by an experienced designer as it is used in an industrial
project. With modification of the weight factors KGC = 0.31

Automated Manual
Function HW SW HW SW
SCG x x
CCG x x
Correlation x x
CoherentAccu x x
SqrAndSum x x
NonCoherentAccu x x
PeakDetection x x
PathProfiling x x
FingerPlacement x x

Table 4: Automated and manual partitioning of the DPE.

and KCC = 0.69 it is possible to achieve the same parti-
tioning as it is proposed by the design team. Note that the
applied high level metrics may deviate from the real values
up to 40%. The prominent advantage of this approach lies
in the fact that the suggested procedure to partition a sys-
tem is full-automated and despite of the complex graph algo-
rithms still applicable with respect to processing time. Table

Number of blocks SCA/s KLH/s
DPE 9 2.56 1.53
ED 1 18 91.99 21.55
ED 2 36 1026.41 393.43

Table 5: Processing time for the partitioning of different de-
signs.

5 shows calculation time for static code analysis (SCA) and
the Kernighan/Lin heuristic (KLH) for the DPE example and
two example designs (ED), which have been generated to test
the performance of the chosen approach.



7. CONCLUSIONS

Increasing complexity of systems force the need of automati-
cally derived design decisions at an early stage. One of these
important decisions is the partitioning of the system into hw
and sw. We showed how hw/sw partitioning can be obtained
automatically by means of an advanced framework, the Single
System Description, which integrates the extraction of high
level metrics by static code analysis and graph partitioning
using an extended Kernighan/Lin heuristic. Generation of
the metrics and partitioning have been adopted to a Delay
Profile Estimator, which is a component of a UMTS base-
band processing unit, to prove the concept for the usage in
industrial projects.

Future work has to include accuracy improvements of
the used high level metrics as well as the consideration of
pipelined or block based data processing. An important ex-
tension to enhance the applicability of this approach is the
integration of various heuristics and different versions of cost
functions in order to allow the designer to select the appro-
priate ones for his design goal.
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